Abstract: Occupancy modeling is a valuable tool for managing wildlife populations. Current occupancy models provide 11 estimates of occurrence based on a point estimate for the species detectability and presence-absence. However, detectability can 12 vary based on many variables ranging from weather to personnel. Therefore, I propose the use of fuzzy sets rather than point 13 estimates for detectability and binomial presence-absence data during calculations of occupancy. Fuzzy occupancy estimates are 14 easier to determine, more robust, and generally more informative than traditional point-based occupancy models. Consequently, 
INTRODUCTION

23
Occupancy modeling is a valuable modeling technique in wildlife management (MacKenzie and strengths when used with point estimates. However, with the use of fuzzy sets and intervals, 31 they become more robust estimators.
32
Herein, I demonstrate using RAMAS RiscCalc (Applied Biomathematics, Setauket, NY) how 33 fuzzy sets can improve detectability estimates used in occupancy modeling.
35
A FUZZY APPROACH TO DETECTABILITY 36 37 There are many complex occupancy models for wildlife managers from which to choose However, the true detection probability for an organism is unknown and we can safely assume 7 that for many organisms the instantaneous detection probability on any given survey varies with that the detection probability for the organism is not any less than 0.5 in the above example
11
because that is the actual rate that we detected the organism in this study (8/16 = 0.5). If it was 12 less detectable than 0.5, we may not expect to detect it 50% of the time. However, the surveyors 13 may be careless or poorly skilled, and the organism might actually be perfectly detectable (p = 1) 14 with good personnel under typical conditions. So, the detection probability could range from 0.5
15
-1 with a best estimated p = 0.8. Therefore, we can set up a fuzzy set for p and calculate p* The graphical representation (Fig. 3) shows that dectability for this species won't be much less 3 than the best estimate; however, detectability may be substantially higher. The percent 4 confidence is much higher for much broader intervals in this display than we saw in the earlier 5 example because uncertainty is higher due to low numbers of sampling sites and the low 6 detection. If an investigator does not have an informed reason for using bounds larger than zero 7 of less than one, then it is standard practice to use a full range base on the polygon of 0 -1. However, using zero as the lower threshold of the fuzzy or interval estimate is problematic.
9
When p* is substituted into the occupancy formula to obtain the estimate for this preserve, we 10 have a zero in the denominator which results in an undefined relationship. To avoid this and obtain usable information, one can substitute 0.000001 for zero. This demonstrates how such a low p* can create results that are problems for point based 5 approaches. Essentially, there is a very high, narrow peak at 3.51, with occupancy values that 
16
Using the p* from [eq. 4] to calculate occupancy and then using the fuzzy set estimates for There is much more information available in the fuzzy occupancy estimate [eq. 11, Fig 5] 
